
Call # TITLE & AUTHOR
070.92 BENOI Well, this is exhausting : essays / Sophia Benoit
133.4 BRANN Entering Hekate's garden : the magick, medicine, and mystery of plant 

spirit witchcraft / Cyndi Brannen
152.14 ROGER Full spectrum : how the science of color made us modern / Adam 

Rogers
153.7 SCHIL The power of awareness : and other secrets from the world's foremost 

spies, detectives, and special operators on how to stay safe and save 
your life / Dan Schilling

158.1 FRIED Decoding greatness : how the best in the world reverse engineer 
success / Ron Friedman

158.1 WILLE The lost art of doing nothing : how the Dutch unwind with niksen / 
Maartje Willems & Lona Aalders

174.95 KEAN The icepick surgeon : murder, fraud, sabotage, piracy, and other 
dastardly deeds perpetrated in the name of science / Sam Kean

204.3 ZOLTA Praying with Jane Eyre : reflections on reading as a sacred practice / 
Vanessa Zoltan

277.3 DINGL Living brave : lessons from hurt, lighting the way to hope / Shannon 
Dingle

294.3 BECK Ordinary wonder : Zen life and practice / Charlotte Joko Beck ; edited by 
Brenda Beck Hess

302 KEOHA The power of strangers : the benefits of connecting in a suspicious 
world / Joe Keohane

305.48 KHAN When they call you a terrorist : a Black Lives Matter memoir / Patrisse 
Khan-Cullors and Asha Bandele

305.69 ELFEN Fear in our hearts : what Islamophobia tells us about America / Caleb 
Iyer Elfenbein

305.8 BAILE Why didn't we riot? : a black man in Trumpland / Issac J. Bailey
305.8 ROSS Letters to my white male friends / Dax-Devlon Ross
305.8 SERWE The cruelty is the point : the past, present, and future of Trump's 

America / Adam Serwer
305.895 XU An inconvenient minority : the attack on Asian American excellence and 

the fight for meritocracy / Kenny Xu
306.09 THERE There's a revolution outside, my love : letters from a crisis / edited by 

Tracy K. Smith and John Freeman
306.2 ELIAS Gossip men : J. Edgar Hoover, Joe McCarthy, Roy Cohn, and the politics 

of insinuation / Christopher M. Elias
306.362 MILES All that she carried : the journey of Ashley's sack, a black family 

keepsake / Tiya Miles
306.4 MONTE Cultish : the language of fanaticism / Amanda Montell
306.7 RUSSO Love after 50 : how to find it, enjoy it, and keep it / Francine Russo
306.76 LIN Gay bar : why we went out / Jeremy Lin Atherton
306.768 WILLI As a woman : what I learned about power, sex, and the patriarchy after 

I transitioned / Paula Stone Williams
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306.874 FAGAN All the colors came out : a father, a daughter, and a lifetime of lessons / 
Kate Fagan

320 GEORG Conscience and its enemies : confronting the dogmas of liberal 
secularism / Robert P. George

320.51 SHAPI The authoritarian moment : how the left weaponized America's 
institutions against dissent / Ben Shapiro

320.973 LEVIN American Marxism / Mark R. Levin
324.273 DOVER Battle for the soul : inside the Democrats' campaigns to defeat Trump / 

Edward-Isaac Dovere
328.73 LEWIS Carry on : reflections for a new generation / John Lewis with Kabir 

Sehgal ; foreword by Ambassador Andrew Young
331.1 EECKH The profit paradox : how thriving firms threaten the future of work / 

Jan Eeckhout
332.6 CLARK The key man : the true story of how the global elite was duped by a 

capitalist fairy tale / Simon Clark and Will Louch
338.762 WHYTE The sack of Detroit : General Motors and the end of American 

enterprise / Kenneth Whyte
338.767 ETTER The Devil's playbook : big tobacco, Juul, and the addiction of a new 

generation / Lauren Etter
342.73 AMAR The words that made us : America's constitutional conversation, 1760-

1840 / Akhil Reed Amar
342.73 BURTO Justice deferred : race and the Supreme Court / Orville Vernon Burton 

and Armand Derfner
345.73 ABRAM Kennedy's avenger : assassination, conspiracy, and the forgotten trial of 

Jack Ruby / Dan Abrams and David Fisher
353.4 HONIG Hatchet man : how Bill Barr broke the prosecutor's code and corrupted 

the Justice Department / Elie Honig
355.033 HARMA Insanity defense : why our failure to confront hard national security 

problems makes us less safe / congresswoman Jane Harman
362.19697 SCHUL Let the record show : a political history of ACT UP New York, 1987-1993 

/ Sarah Schulman
362.7 ROSEN Troubled : the failed promise of America's behavioral treatment 

programs / Kenneth R. Rosen
362.73 SENTI Stranger care : a memoir of loving what isn't ours / Sarah Sentilles
363.25 DYKST What happened to Paula : on the death of an American girl / Katherine 

Dykstra
363.28 SOHN The man who hated women : sex, censorship, and civil liberties in the 

gilded age / Amy Sohn
363.738 KOONI Unsettled : what climate science tells us, what it doesn't, and why it 

matters / Steven E. Koonin
363.7387 MALM How to blow up a pipeline : learning to fight in a world on fire / Andreas 

Malm
364.1523 BROTT Couple found slain : after a family murder / Mikita Brottman
364.1523 JOBB The case of the murderous Dr. Cream : the hunt for a Victorian era 

serial killer / Dean Jobb
364.153 BROWN Perversion of justice : the Jeffrey Epstein story / Julie K. Brown



428.2 MCWHO Nine nasty w*rds : English in the gutter : then, now, and forever / John 
McWhorter

530.092 ORENS The soul of genius : Marie Curie, Albert Einstein, and the meeting that 
changed the course of science / Jeffrey Orens

551.21 PHOEN Ms. Adventure : my wild explorations in science, lava, and life / Jess 
Phoenix

551.46 SCALE The brilliant abyss : exploring the majestic hidden life of the deep ocean 
and the looming threat that imperils it / Helen Scales

590 MANCE How to love animals : in a human-shaped world / Henry Mance
594 BARNE The sound of the sea : seashells and the fate of the oceans / Cynthia 

Barnett
599.77 RAVEN Fox and I : an uncommon friendship / Catherine Raven
612.793 EVERT The joy of sweat : the strange science of perspiration / Sarah Everts
612.8 SCHWA Brainscapes : the warped, wondrous maps written in your brain-and 

how they guide you / Rebecca Schwarzlose
613.262 SHAH Nourish : the definitive plant-based nutrition guide for families / 

Reshma Shah, MD, MPH, and Brenda Davis, RD ; [foreword by David L. 
Katz, MD, MPH]

613.7 STANL Yoke : my yoga of self-acceptance / Jessamyn Stanley 
614.59 MERCO The truth about COVID-19 : exposing the great reset, lockdowns, 

vaccine passports, and the new normal / Dr. Joseph Mercola, Ronnie 
CumminS

615 POLLA This is your mind on plants / Michael Pollan
615.36 ROMM Hormone intelligence : the complete guide to calming the chaos and 

restoring your body's natural blueprint for well-being / Aviva Romm
616.89 STERN Committed : dispatches from a psychiatrist in training / Adam Stern, 

MD
616.8914 DEISS Projections : a story of human emotions / Karl Deisseroth
629.45 SWIFT Across the airless wilds : the Lunar Rover and the triumph of the final 

moon landings / Earl Swift
636.7 ALL All we can save : truth, courage, and solutions for the climate crisis / 

edited by Ayana Elizabeth Johnson & Katharine K. Wilkinson
636.7 SHAW What is a dog? : a memoir / Chloe Shaw
641.5636 SLATE Greenfeast : autumn, winter / Nigel Slater
641.5636 SLATE Greenfeast. Spring, summer / Nigel Slater
641.8 AMANO Let's make dumplings! : a comic book cookbook / Hugh Amano, Sarah 

Becan
641.822 AMANO Let's make ramen! : a comic book cookbook / Hugh Amano and Sarah 

Becan
741.54 RADTK Seek you : essays on American loneliness / Kristen Radtke
782.4216 LUNAC Fallopian rhapsody : the story of The Lunachicks / The Lunachicks with 

Jeanne Fury
792.2 STEIN Inside comedy : the soul, wit, and bite of comedy and comedians of the 

last five decades / David Steinberg
796.323 GOLLI Bubbleball : inside the NBA's fight to save a season / Ben Golliver
796.93 MORLE This land of snow : a journey across the north in winter / Anders Morley



811 COLEM Wicked enchantment : selected poems / Wanda Coleman ; edited & 
introduced by Terrance Hayes

811 DAYE Cardinal / Tyree Daye
812 MIRAN In the Heights : finding home / Lin-Manuel Miranda, Quiara Alegria 

Hudes, and Jeremy McCarter
814.54 ELLIS Bring your baggage and don't pack light : essays / Helen Ellis
814.6 GREEN Essays. Selections;"The Anthropocene reviewed : essays on a human-

centered planet / by John Green"
909 STANF Pilgrimage : journeys of meaning / Peter Stanford
910.91 FAIRB The lost boys of Montauk : the true story of the Wind Blown, four men 

who vanished at sea, and the survivors they left behind / Amanda 
Fairbanks

940.21 WYMAN The verge : Reformation, Renaissance, and forty years that shook the 
world / Patrick Wyman

940.5486 PRICE Geniuses at war : Bletchley Park, Colossus, and the dawn of the digital 
age / David A. Price

954.82 KAPUR Better to have gone : love, death, and the quest for utopia in Auroville / 
Akash Kapur

956.94 FRIED From Beirut to Jerusalem / Thomas L. Friedman
973.099 GINSB First friends : the powerful, unsung (and unelected) people who shaped 

our presidents / by Gary Ginsberg
973.9311 PORTR Portraits 9/11/01 : the collected Portraits of grief from The New York 

times / foreword by Howell Raines 
973.933 WOLFF Landslide : the final days of the Trump presidency /Michael Wolff
BIOGRAPHY BUSH The man I knew : the amazing story of George H.W. Bush's post-

presidency / Jean Becker
BIOGRAPHY DIAMOND Nowhere girl : a memoir of a fugitive childhood / Cheryl Diamond
BIOGRAPHY FLEMING Miseducated : a memoir / Brandon P. Fleming
BIOGRAPHY GAUTHIER Saved by a song : the art and healing power of songwriting / Mary 
BIOGRAPHY HERRERA Upper Bohemia : a memoir / Hayden Herrera
BIOGRAPHY JARRE Distant fathers / Marina Jarre
BIOGRAPHY KLOOTS Live your life : my story of loving and losing Nick Cordero / Amanda 

Kloots with Anna Kloots
BIOGRAPHY NICHOLS Mike Nichols : a life / Mark Harris
BIOGRAPHY OCONNOR Rememberings : Scenes from My Complicated Life
BIOGRAPHY OLUSEYI A quantum life : my unlikely journey from the street to the stars / 

Hakeem Oluseyi and Joshua Horwitz
BIOGRAPHY RUSH I ain't studdin' ya : my American blues story / Bobby Rush ; with Herb 

Powell
BIOGRAPHY SABATHIA Till the end / CC Sabathia with Chris Smith
BIOGRAPHY TREJO Trejo : my life of crime, redemption, and Hollywood / Danny Trejo with 

Donal Logue
BIOGRAPHY WONG Swimming to freedom : my escape from China and the Cultural 

Revolution : an untold story / Kent Wong
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